Remember — Essay due Wed.
dougs quiz@gmail

End of 81.1: Problems: p.13; III & IV. — We did IV in class.

§1.2 Recognizing Arguments. (p. 14)
A Important — YOU READ p.14
  read for comprehension.
B NON-ARGUMENTS. (p.15)
  Guidelines (Simple Non-inferential Passages)
  1 Warning.
  2 Piece of Advice.
  3 Statement of Belief or Opinion.
  4 Loosely Associated Statements. (Catch-All)
  5 Report.

C Expository Passages. — but see p.18 (top)

Illustrations (page 18 ALL) — Read.

Explanations. — Q Structure is very similar to that of an Argument
  Q Uses the word “because.”

(More on Explanations)

PARTS of ARG

1 Premises
2 Conclusion

PARTS of EXPL. (p.19)

1. Explanans
2. Explanandum

Inference
Claim: Premises are claimed to "shed light Upon."
Why
Accepted FACT.

To be continued.